Abstract—CamFort is our multi-purpose tool for lightweight analysis and verification of scientific Fortran code. One core feature provides units-of-measure verification (dimensional analysis) of programs, where users partially annotate programs with units-of-measure from which our tool checks consistency and infers any missing specifications. However, many users find it onerous to provide units-of-measure information for existing code, even in part. We have noted however that there are often many common patterns and clues about the intended units-of-measure contained within variable names, comments, and surrounding code context. In this work-in-progress paper, we describe how we are adapting our approach, leveraging machine-learning techniques to reconstruct units-of-measure information automatically thus saving programmer effort and increasing the likelihood of adoption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific computing and computational models are playing an increasingly important role in research, industry, and policy. However, such programs are just as error prone as other kinds of software and their reliance on complex numerical routines makes testing difficult. Very simple errors, such as a flipped minus sign, can have significant impact, e.g. leading to retractions from premier journals [1]. Lightweight verification techniques have the potential to help in this situation through tools that have a low specification burden [2]. Since scientific models usually handle numerical quantities with physical meaning, a helpful lightweight technique is to statically verify the consistency of units-of-measure in computations. Units-of-measure mistakes have famously led to high-stakes disasters, such as the NASA Mars Climate Orbiter disappearing during orbital insertion. An investigation pinned the blame on a units-of-measure conflict, with ground-based software sending numbers in Imperial units instead of metric units, dropping the probe into the atmosphere of Mars [3].

Checking the consistency of dimensions, or their refinement as units-of-measure, is a method long employed by scientists working with pen and paper [4]. Informal discussion with scientists and examination of scientific program code has shown that dimensionality and units-of-measure reasoning in code does take place, but usually only by hand [5]. Formal dimensions/units checking has not been widely adopted in scientific programming despite the familiarity of the technique and a multitude of proposed systems for automated verification [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. One potential explanation for this is the burden of applying units annotations to existing codebases.

In this work-in-progress paper, we describe how we are exploring the idea of using machine learning techniques to automatically infer units-of-measure annotations. We give examples from existing open-source models demonstrating potential sources of information and we identify challenges arising from the shortage of labelled training data and the importance of a good user experience.

a) Static analysis for units-of-measure: CamFort is an open-source Fortran analysis and verification tool [11] that provides units-of-measure inference and checking as one of its core features. To do this it generates and solves constraints derived from program variable relationships. Typically, the high level of interdependence between variables means that units-of-measure can be inferred for most variables from a relatively small set of programmer-provided annotations. In one study of real-world programs [12], approximately 80% of annotations could be automatically inferred if given a ‘critical’ subset of manual annotations. CamFort also supports polymorphic units-of-measure annotations: functions that operate generically in relation to units can be used with any units as input, provided the usage is consistent with the rest of the code.

b) Machine learning for code: Machine learning is increasingly applied to source code [13] with the goal of driving new software engineering tools and program analyses. The core enabler behind this is the observation that the vast majority of source code is more than mere instructions for a computer, it is also meant to be text that is read by the human beings who maintain the code. For example, identifier names and code comments are a rich source of information to software engineers about the implemented functionality, but meaningless to the compiler and most software analysis programs.

II. ANNOTATING EXISTING CODE-BASES

As an example of CamFort’s approach, Listing 1 shows the elementary equation of ballistics transcribed into Fortran with units-of-measure annotations as comments given explicitly before some of the variable’s typing declarations. Units are expressed in terms of unit names (e.g., metre, sec) combined by multiplication, division, and scalar exponentiation.

CamFort provides an inference mode which attempts to infer suitable annotations for variables in a program. We can also request that CamFort automatically inserts the inferred
About the units-of-measure, especially in scientific code:

• Scientific code is often annotated with comments that helpfully indicate relevant information with regards to the quantities and computations used, such as in Listings 2 and 3. However, such comments are free-text and cannot be canonically parsed. By employing machine learning methods that have been used in Natural Language Processing, we may be able to gain useful hints about the units-of-measure of the annotated code.

■ Usage patterns of variables, such as interaction with constants, provide further hints towards inferring units-of-measure. For example, adding the constant 273.15 probably indicates a conversion between Celsius and Kelvin (Listing 4). Such constants are plentiful in scientific code.

■ Execution-time instrumentation of code might additionally provide useful probabilistic hints. For example, a variable of Earth-weather simulation representing temperature in Celsius will fall within a fairly limited range of values.

B. Challenges and opportunities

One important issue is that only small amounts of labelled-data are available for training. This requires us to find data-efficient methods that will allow us to learn with the minimal amount of training data. Such methods are actively being explored in machine learning and include domain adaptation, active, semi-supervised and unsupervised learning.

One way to mitigate a shortage of labelled data could be to provide to an inference algorithm a knowledge base of facts about the units-of-measure for common constants and scaling factors, e.g., Avogadro’s constant. Knowledge of common scaling factors (e.g., 1000 has the unit m/km) might also be suitably generalised to capture schemas of naming conventions (e.g. 1000 has units u/ku for any unit names u).

Self-supervised or unsupervised techniques can learn salient features about code elements and assist units inference methods, without annotated data. Inspired by pre-trained representation learning methods in NLP, such as BERT [14] and

Listing 1: Example Fortran code with CamFort units-of-measure annotations

real, parameter :: x0 = 0
!= unit metre / sec :: v0
real, parameter :: v0 = 20
!= unit metre / sec**2 :: a
real, parameter :: a = -9.8
!= unit metre :: x
real ::
x = 0.5 * a * t * t + v0 * t + x0


REAL BTemp ! in degK
REAL BPress ! in Pa
REAL VSP ! mean molecular speed (m/s)
REAL DG ! gas-phase molecular diffusion ! coefficient (m2/s)

Listing 3: Example Fortran variable declarations extracted from the WRF project: github.com/wrf-model/WRF.

TempK = TempC + 273.15
RT = RGasConstant * TempK

Listing 4: Example code from the SHYFEM model: github.com/SHYFEM-model/shyfem.

! Viscosity [Pa s] of air as a function of temp (K).
! Sutherland eqn. (ref. pp 25 in Hinds)
VISC = 1.458d-6 * (TEMP)**(1.5d0) / ( TEMP + 110.4d0 )
probabilistic selections needs to be accurately communicated. We do not expect that machine learning-generated suggestions can exploit JavaScript program structure to predict variable types using a special type of factor graph. Based on those ideas, one opportunity is to combine hard constraints derived by static analysis with soft, probabilistic information within factor graphs and other structured prediction methods, taking advantage of all available information sources for units-of-measure inference.

Despite these promises, the shape and form of our data introduces a challenging setting for existing machine learning methods. For example, despite the prevalence of polymorphism in programming languages, we are not aware of any machine learning methods that can learn such a concept. Similar concepts such as hyponym and hypernym representations are only now starting to be tackled by machine learning methods in Natural Language Processing.

The final set of challenges lie with the user experience. The user interface with machine learning-generated suggestions must be convenient and simple. Although annotations can be checked for consistency, we do not expect that machine learning methods will always be able to decipher the intended units-of-measure. Instead, the uncertainty and rationale of the (probabilistic) selections needs to be accurately communicated to the user who will make the final decision about the correct annotations for each case; an interactive approach is likely.

III. RELATED WORK

Units-of-measure inference can be considered a form of type inference. Interestingly, various authors have explored the application of machine learning to type inference. Jsnice [19] and DeepType [20] probabilistically infer types of JavaScript code through variable usage patterns and variable names. However, these methods can only predict a relatively small set of predefined types, often excluding user-defined types or other rarely used types and rely on relatively large supervised corpora of type-annotated code.

Units-of-measure annotations have been well-explored as an extension to Hindley-Milner-style type systems [8]. The most mainstream implementation is in the F# language [21]. Units of measure may be declared or aliased using a special syntax: `

Types and literal values are annotated directly, e.g.:

```let cm2inch(x:float<cm>) = x / 2.54<cm/inch>
```

The types are stratified: the `float` type cannot be unified with a units-annotated `float<u>` type, only with `float<1>`. This makes transitioning existing code-bases difficult because adding units annotations to a function means that you have to annotate all of its call-sites as well. Similarly, a type-checker plugin for Haskell provides units-of-measure checking, reusing Haskell’s type inference algorithm with a custom solver [22].

Several other libraries leverage their host's advanced type system to provide statically-checked units-of-measure. For example, Squants provides units-of-measure for Scala with a hierarchy of dimensions with associated units, conversion and static checking (see squants.com). C++ has Boost::Units (see boost.org) and JScience is a scientific programming package for Java that includes a units-of-measure library (see jscience.org). All of these offer statically-checked units integrated with the host language. However, this comes at the price of inference, which is not possible since the hosts’ type systems cannot reason over commutative groups in the same way as F# or CamFort.

IV. CONCLUSION

Units-of-measure errors in software can be costly, e.g., undermining the validity of conclusions drawn from scientific models, or leading to catastrophic outcomes in control software. Formally verifying units-of-measure is therefore an attractive goal. Furthermore, verifying units statically is appealing because it imposes no runtime cost. However, adoption remains slow despite the range of published approaches.

Tools like CamFort ease the burden of adding units-of-measure to existing code by providing a system of units inference. However, our experience is that the amount of annotation required is still perceived by developers as a significant overhead. Thus, as described here, our aim is to leverage techniques from machine learning to reduce this burden, allowing concrete unit annotations to automatically generated. We presented examples from existing open-source models that
show potential sources of information and explored some of the novel challenges that might arise.

We are currently working with scientists adding units-of-measure annotations manually to existing code but the shortage of labelled data remains a challenge. We are interested in exploring other ideas to address this.
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